Title: APPLICATION EVENT TRACING

Abstract: Examples disclosed herein relate to a system for generating an element identifier comprising an action engine to identify at least one event listener associated with a significant event in an application, receive an action associated with an element of the application, generate a composite event sequence comprising a plurality of event listeners associated with the action, and determine whether the composite event sequence is associated with the at least one significant event. The system may further comprise a metric engine to measure a performance metric associated with the received action and create a log record according to the composite event sequence comprising the performance metric.
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BACKGROUND

[0001] A typical web-based and/or mobile application offers a number of ways to interact with users. For example, a user may select various elements on a web page, such as a search box, a list item, a link, an image, etc. In some cases, the creator of the application desires to measure the performance of the application in response to the user actions, such as by determining how long a given action takes to complete. Actions taken by the user may generate events that may be handled by different applications in different ways and developers may add action handlers to different events of a composite event sequence. For example, a user swiping a finger across a display on a touchscreen may generate a composite event sequence comprising events such as "touchstart", "touchmove", and "touchend" while the same action made with a mouse generates events such as "mousedown", "mousemove", and "mouseup". In such scenarios, the performance metrics for each action may be consolidated despite the differing underlying events.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] In the accompanying drawings, like numerals refer to like components or blocks. The following detailed description references the drawings, wherein:

[0003] FIG. 1 is an example of an application consistent with disclosed implementations;

[0004] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system for application event tracing consistent with disclosed implementations;

[0005] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example application event tracing device consistent with disclosed implementations;
[0006] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method for application event tracing consistent with disclosed implementations.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] As described above, a typical interface for a web application comprises numerous elements, such as images, links, menus, text descriptions, etc. These elements are often associated with event listeners that may be called by the application in response to actions, such as selections by an input device, tapping on a touchscreen, mouse movements, keyboard commands, etc. Accordingly, as described in detail below, various example implementations relate to tracing the events that occur on actions associated with the various elements, evaluating metrics associated with those actions, and logging the metrics for performance review and analysis.

[0008] In the description that follows, reference is made to the term, "machine-readable storage medium." As used herein, the term "machine-readable storage medium" refers to any electronic, magnetic, optical, or other physical storage device that stores executable instructions or other data (e.g., a hard disk drive, random access memory, flash memory, etc.).

[0009] Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of an application 100 consistent with disclosed implementations. Application 100 may comprise, for example, a web-based and/or mobile application, such as may be accessed from a user device such as a laptop computer, desktop computer, tablet, mobile phone, smartphone, game console, etc. Application 100 may be provided by a computing device such as a general and/or special purpose computer, server, mainframe, desktop, laptop, tablet, smart phone, game console, and/or any other system capable of providing computing capability consistent with providing the implementations described herein.

[0010] Application 100 may comprise a plurality of elements 120(A)-(C) such as text, images, hyperlinks, videos, menu buttons, forms, etc. Elements 120(A)-(C) may comprise user interface elements with which a user of application 100 may
interact to perform tasks and/or commands on application 100. For example, elements 120(A)-(C) may comprise a checkbox elements associated with a form on a web page.

[0011] User actions such as an action 140 in application 100 may be translated into events that may be manipulated through code and/or scripts such as ASP, Java, JavaScript, Objective C, and various other programming languages. Whenever a user initiates an action (e.g. touch, swipe) on the user client, a sequence of events (e.g. touchstart, click, touchend) may be triggered so that event listeners in application 100 may process the action.

[0012] Each of elements 120(A)-(C) may comprise a plurality of event listeners. For example, element 120(A) may comprise a first event listener 125(A), a second event listener 125(B), and a third event listener 125(C). The event listeners may comprise programmatic hooks to allow user inputs, such as an action 140, to be passed from an operating environment to application 100.

[0013] Each event listener 125(A), 125(B), 125(C) may be called in response to a different action. For example, event listener 125(A) may be associated with a "touchstart" event that corresponds to a user action of touching element 120(A). Event listener 125(B) may be associated with a "touchmove" event that corresponds to a user action of dragging, scrolling and/or swiping on element 120(A). Event listener 125(C) may be associated with a "touchend" event that corresponds to a user action of lifting away from element 120(A) (e.g., lifting their finger, stylus, mouse pointer, etc.).

[0014] Each event listener 125(A), 125(B), 125(C) may comprise a handler. For example, event listener 125(A) may comprise a first default action handler 130, event listener 125(B) may comprise a second default action handler 132, and event listener 125(C) may comprise a non-default action handler 134. Default action handlers may be provided by an operating environment for application 100. In some implementations, a web browser hosting application 100 as a web-based application may provide default action handlers (e.g., the default behaviors of the web browser) for various user actions when a developer of application 100 has not
overridden those action handlers. For example, default action handler 132 may handle a swipe action by a user by highlighting text. In some implementations, an event listener may be associated with a plurality of action handlers. For example, the event listener may be associated with a default action handler (e.g., default behavior provided by a web-browser for a web-based application), a dummy handler added to aid in application event tracing, and a developer-added action handler to provide functionality to the application.

[0015] Action handler 134 may comprise a non-default action handler associated with functionality defined by the developer of application 100. For example, element 120(A) may comprise a menu command in application 100; a "touchend" event associated with element 120(A) may cause event listener 125(C) to call action handler 134 instead of a default action handler for that event. Action handler 134 may, for example, comprise functionality to be performed in response to a user selection of the menu command associated with element 120(A) instead of default functionality associated with a "touchend" event.

[0016] In some implementations, event listener 125(C) may comprise a significant event based on the association with a non-default action handler such as action handler 134. Event listeners 125(A)-(B) may comprise non-significant events based on the association with a default action handler. Event listeners 125(A)-(C) may be registered with application 100 to be called in response to actions associated with their events.

[0017] In some implementations, event listeners may not be associated with any handler, default or non-default. For example, element 120(B) may comprise a second plurality of event listeners 145(A)-(C). Event listeners 145(A)-(B) may not be associated with an action handler as no functionality needs to be performed when their respective events occur due to the implementation of application 100. Action handler 150 may comprise a non-default action handler for event listener 145(C), however, and so event listener 145(C) may register with application 100 to be called in response to actions associated with its event (e.g., "touchend").
As described above, different elements may be implemented in different ways within application 100. This may result in different event listeners being called for different actions, even when the actions are similar. For example, a swipe action by a user on element 120(A) may result in the event listeners "touchstart", "touchmove", "touchcancel", "touchend" being called by application 100 while the same action on element 120(B) results only in an event listener for "touchend" being called.

In some implementations, adding a dummy action handler to each event listener associated with an element may result in the same sequence of event listeners being called for some and/or all actions. For example, element 120(C) may comprise a third plurality of event listeners 160(A)-(C). As with elements 120(A)-(B), only one of the event listeners comprises a non-default action handler; action handler 170 of event listener 160(C) in this example. A first dummy action handler 172 and a second dummy action handler 174 may be associated with event listener 160(A) and event listener 160(B), respectively. Dummy action handlers 172, 174 may result in event listeners 160(A)-(B) being called when a user action such as action 140 is performed on element 120(C). Each user action associated with element 120(C) may thus result in the same event sequence regardless of which event listener is actually associated the user action. For example, both a swipe and a tap action may result in the event sequence "touchstart", "touchmove", "touchcancel", "touchend" being generated for the action, even when the swipe action may normally be directed to an event listener for the "touchmove" event and the tap action may normally be directed to an event listener for the "touchend" event.

Insertion of dummy event handlers 172, 174 may be performed during the loading of application 100 by injecting code (e.g., javascript, .NET, etc.) into application 100. The injection may ensure that the dummy action handler code may be executed before the logic for application 100 such that any event handler that is defined by application 100 may go through the injected code.
[0021] The dummy action handlers may be added for predefined events (e.g., 'click', 'mousedown', 'touchstart', 'touchmove', 'touchend', 'touchcancel', 'mouseup', 'load', 'keydown', 'keyup'). Each user action may then result in the same full sequence of events, some comprising dummy action handlers and some comprising significant (e.g., application and/or business logic) action handlers.

[0022] Each user action, such as action 140, may result in a composite event sequence object being created each time an initial event (e.g., "touchstart" and/or "mousedown") is triggered. Subsequent events may be associated to the current event sequence until the event sequence is closed. Event sequences may be closed by the expiration of an idle timer (e.g., no new events are received for a configurable amount of time, such as 500ms) and/or when a new event sequence event type (e.g., "touchstart" and/or "mousedown") is triggered.

[0023] In some implementations, application 100 may monitor the user experience by measuring performance metrics associated with the performance of action 140. Performance metrics may comprises data such as an amount of time taken to complete an action, an amount of resources used to perform the action, a number, if any, of errors and/or exceptions generated by the action, etc. The performance metrics may then be associated with the composite event sequence for logging purposes.

[0024] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system 200 for application event tracing consistent with disclosed implementations. System 200 may comprise a computing device 205 and a display device 210. Computing device 205 may comprise, for example, a general and/or special purpose computer, server, mainframe, desktop, laptop, tablet, smart phone, game console, and/or any other system capable of providing computing capability consistent with providing the implementations described herein. Display device 210 may comprise, for example, a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, a touchscreen, or a screen implemented using another display technology. It should be apparent, however, that any suitable display may be used. The display device may be internal or external to computing device 205 depending on the configuration of system 200.
Computing device 205 may comprise an application engine 220 and a metric engine 225. Application engine 220 and metric engine 225 may each comprise, for example, instructions stored on a machine readable medium executable by a processor, logic circuitry, or combinations thereof.

Display device 210 may display an application 260 comprising a plurality of event listeners 270. In some implementations, an action 280 may be received by application 260 associated with an interaction between a user and an interface of application 260 on display device 210. Such an interface may comprise a plurality of elements, such as those described above with respect to FIG. 1.

Application engine 220 may identify at least one of event listeners 270 associated with a significant event in application 210, receive action 280 associated with an element of application 210, generate a composite event sequence comprising plurality of event listeners 270 associated with the action, and determine whether the composite event sequence is associated with the at least one significant event.

In some implementations, a web-based application may present several selectable elements to a user via display device 210. A user may interact with those elements using a mouse, stylus, finger, keyboard and/or other input. For example, the user may swipe across one of the elements, triggering “touchstart”, “touchmove”, and “touchend” events, each of which may be associated with event listeners 270. Action engine 220 may determine whether any of the triggered events comprises a significant event, which may comprise determining whether a non-default action handler has been added to the event listener for that event.

Metric engine 225 may, in response to application engine 220 determining that the composite event sequence is associated with the at least one significant event, measure a performance metric associated with the received action and create a log record according to the composite event sequence comprising the performance metric. For example, metric engine 225 may measure an amount of time taken to complete the action and output the result to display device 210.

In some implementations, application engine 220 may generate the composite event sequence based on an initial event. For example, "touchstart"
and/or "mousedown" events may be configured as initial events in a sequence. Other events, which may differ in different applications and implementations, may also comprise initial events. Each instance of the initial event may signal application engine 220 to begin a new composite event sequence.

[0031] In some implementations, application engine 220 may generate the composite event sequence based on an end event. For example, a "touchend" and/or "mouseup" event may be configured as end events in the sequence. Such events may comprise the last events associated with a typical event sequence for a user action and so may be used to signal the closing of the composite event sequence.

[0032] In some implementations, application engine 220 may generate the composite event sequence based on an expiration of an idle timer. For example, if a period of time (e.g., 500ms) passes without any new events being triggered, application engine 220 may close the event sequence such that subsequently triggered events may be associated with a new composite event sequence.

[0033] In some implementations, application engine 220 may add a dummy action handler to an event listener associated with at least one non-significant event. For example, some of event listeners 270 may be associated with default action handlers and/or no action handler at all. Such event listeners may comprise non-significant event listeners, while event listeners whose action handler has been overridden with functional logic by a developer of application 260 may be associated with significant event listeners. Significant event listeners may comprise those event listeners for which the developer is interested in measuring performance metrics.

[0034] The composite event sequence may comprise a significant event listener and at least one non-significant event listener. The dummy handlers added to each of the non-significant event listeners may cause those event listeners to be called by application 260 each time a user action, such as action 280, is received. Without the dummy action handlers, the event listeners may be skipped, resulting in a different event sequence each time.
Although one computing device 205 and one display device 210 are depicted in Fig. 2, certain implementations of system 200 may comprise more than one computing device 205 and one display device 210. At least one of the computing devices may be employed and arranged, for example, in at least one server bank, computer bank, data center, and/or other arrangements. For example, the computing devices together may include a cloud computing resource, a grid computing resource, and/or any other distributed computing arrangement. Such computing devices may be located in a single installation and/or may be distributed among many different geographical locations.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example application event tracing device 300 consistent with disclosed implementations. Application event tracing device 300 may comprise a processor 310 and a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium 320. Application event tracing device 300 may comprise a computing device such as a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a handheld computing device, a mobile phone, or the like. Processor 310 may be a central processing unit (CPU), a semiconductor-based microprocessor, or any other hardware device suitable for retrieval and execution of instructions stored in machine-readable storage medium 320. In particular, processor 310 may fetch, decode, and execute a plurality of identify event listener instructions 330, add dummy action handler instructions 332, receive action instructions 334, generate composite event sequence instructions 336, measure performance metric instructions 338, and log creation instructions 340 to implement the functionality described in detail below.

Executable instructions such as identify event listener instructions 330, add dummy action handler instructions 332, receive action instructions 334, generate composite event sequence instructions 336, measure performance metric instructions 338, and log creation instructions 340 may be stored in any portion and/or component of machine-readable storage medium 320. The machine-readable storage medium 320 may comprise both volatile and/or nonvolatile memory and data storage components. Volatile components are those that do not retain data
values upon loss of power. Nonvolatile components are those that retain data upon a loss of power.

[0038] The machine-readable storage medium 320 may comprise, for example, random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), hard disk drives, solid-state drives, USB flash drives, memory cards accessed via a memory card reader, floppy disks accessed via an associated floppy disk drive, optical discs accessed via an optical disc drive, magnetic tapes accessed via an appropriate tape drive, and/or other memory components, and/or a combination of any two and/or more of these memory components. In addition, the RAM may comprise, for example, static random access memory (SRAM), dynamic random access memory (DRAM), and/or magnetic random access memory (MRAM) and other such devices. The ROM may comprise, for example, a programmable read-only memory (PROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), and/or other like memory device.

[0039] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be encoded with executable instructions for displaying a user interface that enables a user to interact with applications, such as application 100. Executable instructions may comprise, for example, at least a portion of an operating system (OS) of application event tracing device 300 or a separate application running on top of the OS to present a user interface. As another example, the executable instructions may be included in a web browser, such that the web browser implements the interface described in detail herein. In some embodiments, the executable instructions may be implemented in web-based script interpretable by a web browser, such as JavaScript.

[0040] More specifically, machine-readable storage medium 320 may be encoded with identify event listener instructions 330 to identify a first event listener of a plurality of event listeners as a significant event listener associated with an application. For example, application 100 may comprise a plurality of elements for which event listeners are available but for which only some have had action handlers registered. Event listeners such as "touchstart", "touchmove" and "touchend" may be
available for a given element of application 100, but only "touchstart" may have been registered with a non-default (i.e., application developer defined) action handler. Because the action handler may comprise an override of a default application function, the event listener for the "touchstart" event for the element may thus be identified as a significant event listener.

[0041] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be further encoded with add dummy action handler instructions 332 to add a dummy action handler to a second listener of the plurality of event listeners wherein the second event listener of the plurality of event listeners comprises a non-significant event listener. Non-significant event listeners may comprise those event listeners associated with elements of application 100 that comprise no action handler and/or a default action handler. For example, a dummy action handler may be added to an event listener that simply exits without performing functionality, performs a minor operation and discards the result, and/or calls another event listener. Adding the dummy action handler to the event listeners may cause those event listeners to be registered with the application. Thus, calls to those event listeners may be made when the events associated with the event listeners are triggered by user actions.

[0042] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be further encoded with receive action instructions 334 to receive an action associated with the first event listener. Action 140 may be received by application 100 in response to a user interaction with an interface of application 100. For example, a user may perform a swipe action across one of elements 120(A)-(C). Application 100 may interpret the user's swipe action as "touchstart", "touchmove", and "touchend" events and call the event listeners associated with those events that have registered as having an action handler to process those events.

[0043] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be further encoded with generate composite event sequence instructions 336 to generate a composite event sequence comprising the first event listener and the second event listener. For example, the composite event sequence may comprise a data structure comprising an ordered list of each of the event listeners called by triggered events
in response to action 140. In the example above, the composite event sequence associated with a user's swipe action may comprise the events "touchstart", "touchmove", and "touchend".

[0044] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be further encoded with measure performance metric instructions 338 to measure a performance metric associated with the action. For example, the measured performance metric associated with the action may comprise an amount of time taken to complete the action.

[0045] Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be further encoded with log creation instructions 340 to create a log record comprising the performance metric. In some implementations, the log record may be associated with the composite event sequence. For example, a log record may be submitted to a log database for aggregation with other measured metrics. In some implementations, log creation instructions 340 may generate a performance report associated with the application, wherein the performance report consolidates a plurality of log records each associated with the composite event sequence.

[0046] In some implementations, device 300 may receive a second action associated with the second event listener of the plurality of event listeners, generate the composite event sequence comprising the first event listener and the second event listener, measure a second performance metric associated with the second action, create a second log record associated with the composite event sequence comprising the second performance metric, wherein the second log record, and associate the second log record to the log record associated with the composite event sequence. Because the dummy action handlers have been added to each of the non-significant event listeners, each of those associated events will be triggered and added to the composite event sequence. This enables different actions on the same element to be aggregated according to uniform composite event sequences.

[0047] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method 400 for application event tracing consistent with disclosed implementations. Although execution of
method 400 is described below with reference to the components of system 200, other suitable components for execution of method 400 may be used. Method 400 may be implemented in the form of executable instructions stored on a machine-readable storage medium, such as machine-readable storage medium 320 of device 300.

[0048] Method 400 may start in block 410 and proceed to block 420 where system 200 may add a dummy action handler to each of a plurality of event listeners associated with an application. Each of the plurality of event listeners may comprises a non-default action handler and/or be associated with a default behavior of the application's operating environment (e.g., a web browser). For example, a dummy action handler may be added to an event listener that simply exits without performing functionality, performs a minor operation and discards the result, and/or calls another event listener. Adding the dummy action handler to the event listeners may cause those event listeners to be registered with the application. Thus, calls to those event listeners may be made when the events associated with the event listeners are triggered by user actions.

[0049] Method 400 may then advance to block 430 where system 200 may generate a composite event sequence comprising at least one first event listener in response to receiving a first user action associated with the application. For example, action 140 may be received by application 100 in response to a user interaction with an interface of application 100. For example, a user may perform a swipe action across one of elements 120(A)-(C). Application 100 may interpret the user's swipe action as "touchstart", "touchmove", and "touchend" events and call the event listeners associated with those events that have registered as having an action handler to process those events. One of these events may comprise a predefined start event (e.g. "touchstart" and/or "mousedown") that may be associated with the start of several different user actions. The composite event sequence may comprise a data structure comprising an ordered list of each of the event listeners called by triggered events in response to action 140.
Method 400 may then advance to block 435 where system 200 may add at least one second event listener of the plurality of event listeners to the composite event sequence based on the dummy action handler of the at least one second event listener. For example, the composite event sequence generated at block 430 may comprise the predefined start event "touchstart"; the next event listener "touchmove" may then be added to the composite event sequence when the dummy action handler added at block 420 is called by application 100.

Method 400 may then advance to block 440 where system 200 may measure a respective performance metric for the at least one first event listener and the at least one second event listener. In some embodiments, the respective performance metrics may comprise a time to complete the action handler(s) associated with each of the event listeners in the composite event sequence. The at least one first event listener and the at least one second event listener. For another example, the measured performance metric associated with the event listener(s) may comprise an amount of resources consumed (e.g., processing time, data storage, etc.) by performing the action handler(s).

Method 400 may then advance to block 450 where system 200 may close the composite event sequence. For example, system 200 may close the composite event sequence in response to an expiration of an idle timer in which no new events are triggered. In some implementations, system 200 may close the composite event sequence in response to receiving of a second user action triggering the at least one predefined start event. For example, if another "touchstart" event is triggered, system 200 may close the composite event sequence and generate a new composite event sequence.

Method 400 may then advance to block 460 where system 200 may determine whether the composite event sequence comprises a significant event listener. For example, system 200 may identify a significant event listener of application 100 by determining whether the event listener comprises comprises a non-default and non-dummy action handler (i.e., an application developer defined action handler).
In response to determining that the composite event sequence comprises the significant event listener, method 400 may advance to block 465 where system 200 may computing a final performance metric for the user action. For example, system 200 may compute a total time to complete the user action according to the respective performance metrics for each of the event listeners in the composite event sequence.

Method 400 may then advance to block 470 where system 200 may create a log record comprising the final performance metric, wherein the log record is associated with the first composite event sequence. For example, a log record comprising an identifier for the action, the composite event sequence, a time of the action, the measured performance metric, and/or additional data may be submitted to a log database for aggregation with other measured metrics. Because the dummy action handlers have been added to each of the non-significant event listeners, each of those associated events may be triggered and added to the composite event sequence. This enables different actions on the same element to be aggregated according to uniform composite event sequences.

If, at stage 460, system 200 determines that that the composite event sequence does not comprise the significant event listener, method 400 may advance to stage 475 where system 200 may discard the respective performance metrics. For example, a composite event sequence for which a user action does not trigger a significant event listener may be discarded along with their respective performance metrics without creating a log record. Method 400 may then end at block 480.

The disclosed examples may include systems, devices, computer-readable storage media, and methods for progressive buffer generation. For purposes of explanation, certain examples are described with reference to the components illustrated in FIGs. 1-3. The functionality of the illustrated components may overlap, however, and may be present in a fewer or greater number of elements and components. Further, all or part of the functionality of illustrated elements may co-exist or be distributed among several geographically dispersed locations.
Moreover, the disclosed examples may be implemented in various environments and are not limited to the illustrated examples.

Moreover, as used in the specification and the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the context indicates otherwise. Additionally, although the terms first, second, etc. may be used herein to describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by these terms. Instead, these terms are only used to distinguish one element from another.

Further, the sequence of operations described in connection with FIGs. 1-4 are examples and are not intended to be limiting. Additional or fewer operations or combinations of operations may be used or may vary without departing from the scope of the disclosed examples. Thus, the present disclosure merely sets forth possible examples of implementations, and many variations and modifications may be made to the described examples. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included within the scope of this disclosure and protected by the following claims.
We claim:

1. A system for application event tracing comprising:
   an application engine to:
   identify at least one event listener associated with a significant event
   in an application,
   receive an action associated with an element of the application,
   generate a composite event sequence comprising a plurality of event
   listeners associated with the action, and
   determine whether the composite event sequence comprises the at
   least one event listener associated with the significant event; and
   a metric engine to:
   in response to the application engine determining that the composite
   event sequence comprises the at least one event listener associated with
   the significant event:
   measure a performance metric associated with the received
   action, and
   create a log record according to the composite event
   sequence, the log record comprising the performance metric.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the application engine is to identify
   the significant event based on whether a non-dummy action handler has been
   added to the at least one event listener.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the application engine is to generate
   the composite event sequence based on an initial event of the action.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the application engine is to generate
the composite event sequence further based on an end event of the action.

5. The system of claim 3, wherein the application engine is to generate the composite event sequence further based on an expiration of an idle timer.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the application engine is to add a dummy action handler to an event listener associated with at least one non-significant event.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the at least one non-significant event is associated with at least one of the plurality of event listeners comprising the composite event sequence.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein action associated with the element of the application comprises an interaction between a user and an interface of application on a display device.

9. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium including instructions which, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to:
   - identify a first event listener of a plurality of event listeners as a significant event listener associated with an application;
   - add a dummy action handler to a second listener of the plurality of event listeners wherein the second event listener of the plurality of event listeners comprises a non-significant event listener;
   - receive an action associated with the first event listener;
   - generate a composite event sequence comprising the first event listener and the second event listener;
   - measure a performance metric associated with the action, and
   - create a log record comprising the performance metric, wherein the log record is associated with the composite event sequence.
10. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium of claim 9, wherein the measured performance metric associated with the action comprises an amount of time taken to complete the action.

11. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium of claim 9, wherein the instructions to identify the first event listener as the significant event listener associated with the application comprise instructions to determine whether each of the plurality of event listeners comprises a non-default action handler.

12. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium of claim 11, wherein the non-default action handler comprises an application function override of a default action handler.

13. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium of claim 9, further comprising instructions to:

   receive a second action associated with the second event listener of the plurality of event listeners;
   measure a second performance metric associated with the second action, create a second log record associated with the composite event sequence comprising the second performance metric, wherein the second log record; and
   associate the second log record to the log record associated with the composite event sequence.

14. The non-transitory machine-readable storage medium of claim 9, further comprising instructions to generate a performance report associated with the application, wherein the performance report consolidates a plurality of log records each associated with the composite event sequence.
15. A computer-implemented method comprising:
adding a dummy action handler to each of a plurality of event listeners associated with an application;
generating a composite event sequence comprising at least one first event listener in response to receiving a first user action associated with the application, wherein the first user action triggers at least one predefined start event associated with the at least one first event listener of the plurality of event listeners;
adding at least one second event listener of the plurality of event listeners to the composite event sequence based on the dummy action handler of the at least one second event listener;
measuring a respective performance metric for the at least one first event listener and the at least one second event listener, wherein the respective performance metric comprises a time to complete the at least one first event listener and the at least one second event listener;
closing the composite event sequence in response to at least one of the following: an expiration of an idle timer and a receiving of a second user action triggering the at least one predefined start event;
determining whether the composite event sequence comprises a significant event listener, wherein the significant event listener comprises a non-default and non-dummy action handler;
in response to determining that the composite event sequence comprises the significant event listener:
computing a final performance metric, wherein the final performance metric comprises a total time to complete the user action according to the respective performance metrics for the at least one first event listener and the at least one second event listener, and
creating a log record comprising the final performance metric, wherein the log record is associated with the composite event sequence; and
in response to determining that the composite event sequence does not
comprise the significant event listener, discarding the respective performance metrics.
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